1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Background of Study

Literature is concerned with all aspects of human life and universe in their entirety, surely every work of literature is about something, and the more of person reads, the better stocked will his mind be with knowledge (Harahap 2000:1). Literature in Oxford Learne’s dictionary, means writing valued as works of art especially novels, plays, and poems. In addition, literature can understand and analyzed situations and problems that occur in social life.

Literature, like other arts, is essentially an imaginative act, that is act of the writer’s imagination in selecting, ordering and interpreting life experiences. In the case of literature, words are the medium of expression and it’s make little differences whether those are recorded in living memory or by someone mechanical means such as writing.

Literature generally is divided into four categories, they are: prose fiction (such as: novel), poetry, drama and non fiction prose. Because novel contains conflict, character, action, setting, plot and theme which an account of life. By reading novel, the readers will get additional experiences, increase our knowledge and also able to fell to find the way out from a problem that need a solution. Novel is a lengthy fictitious narratives portraying characters and presenting an organized series of events and setting (Harahap: 2008:20).

There are many reason why people excited in reading novel. One of them is about that story can influence our attitude or even change people’s mind or anything. The terms of novel can be defined as a literary composition. It tells story which usually shows the human conflict through writing the dialogue, (Webster, 1988:7). Holden (1985:35) says that novel is attempting to give the reader the impression that “imitating life” in every direct way. That the events we are reading about a very close to the common flow for everyday
experience. It means that novel is a literary work that was written to tell about the human conflict, struggle, life etc.

The writer decides to study about one of intrinsic elements in a novel, that is action. The writer chooses action because it’s a central stories happen. The writer choose Alyson Noel novel Evermore as the subject matter in this paper. Evermore is the first novel Alyson Noel in series “immortal series” that having the interested and good story.

The actions in this novel are unique and very attractive, full sadness, love, happiness, motivations, spirits, and dreamy. Thus, the analysis isentitle “The Invisible Accident Experiences by Evermore” in novel Evermore.

1.2 The Problem of study

Based on the background of study, the problem is how are the invisible accident by Evermore Alyson Noel novel portrayed.

1.3 The objective of study

In line with the problem of study above, the objectives study is to explain The Invisible Accident Experienced by Evermore.

1.4 The Significance of study

The significance is to broaden the reader knowledge especially for those who are interested in this topic and can give some advantages for other researches who will make same study.

1.5 The Method of study
At the very first step, the writer reads the novel for several times, and then took away a conclusion. That writer chooses the method of writing is descriptive method of analysis in this study. And as additional source, the writer used library research and searching the information of this from internet.